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One of the first requests If d 
present teaching position was th ta~e when I came to my 
in Minnesota Literature. Not be:n aprep~re to teach a course 
was tempted to ask the _g native of the state, I 
"I same question tossed at h. s there any?" But of me t is summer 
and O.E. Rolvaag. (I th~~~~s~f FThere wer~ Sinclair Lewis--' 
East~rner, and had no idea he had• Scott_Fitz?era~d as an 
But inexperienced and unten d -ever lived in Minnesota.) 
say "Certainly" in the ubre teachers know how to gulp and 
f same reath That w th b . o a sleuth-like search which a • as e eginning 

there, a detail in a g rnered a name here, a title 
t newspaper and an unkno b k 
o the soup kettle of regional 1·t wn oo, all added 

N?w, years later, after repeated iv:::~~re and allowed to simmer. 
Minnesota Writers; the Minnesota C ~o Ca~en Nelson Richard' s 
A Selected Bio-Bibliogra ph • M. entennial Literature Group's 
John K. Sherman in the stat ~• innesot~ Authors; the section by 
the Arts in Minnesota and as c~n!e~ial volume, The History of 
I am confident that the a goo ,,ea of sleuthing on my own -

nswer to Is there a ?" . d . , 
yes. By now, I have read several d . ny is efinitely 
Minn~sota authors or int . ozens of books written by 
can well be used to enri~~pretinff th~ Minnesota scene. Many 
our interest in the state. our o erings in the classroom or 

_Valid reasons exist for inclusion of . 
readings. My treatment . th· . _such literature in our 
prose writings Many ofin is.article will be limited to 
h . • our writers both f· t· d 
ave in their works helped to clarir' . ic ~on an non-fiction, 

Now busy with our bicentennial eel by o~r identity as Minnesotans, 
what we are as a nati . e _rations, we realize that 
individually. As a s~:t~si: i~;~~si~e 0

~ what fifty states are 
man goes back nearly as fa . t e history of the white 

1 d . r as in the orginal 1 . p aye a , significant role in th d 1 co onies, we have 
a whole. At present we talk be eve o~me~t of the nation as 
reading in our schools a oodad~~1 the _ individualization of 
offer a variety of approa~hes and; ~innesota prose writers 
they appeal to individual - d ubJects that can be used as 

rea ers and age levels. · 

We need not, however, search for . . 
or methodological reasons for includi soc~ological, ~istorical, 
of them are well worth red. . ~g Minnesota writers. Many 
t th a ing in their own ri ht d 0 e teacher as well a s to th t d g , an rewarding 

es u ent. Helen Clapesattle vs 
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biography, The Doctors Mayo, may be worth reading because it 
reveals, painlessly indeed, much of the history of the state 
a~ a whole, of the Rochester area especially, of the development 
of medicine and surgery, as well as of a famous family of doctors 
and the internationally known clinic they established. But it 
is equally attractive because it is a fascinatingly interesting 
book that is hard to put down. (It is now available again in 
paperba~k edition.) 

Another satisfaction in reading Minnesota writers with any 
plan or thoroughness is that one has the opportunity to watch 
a written literature develop from its early beginnings in the 
diaries and journals of such explorers as Cass and Schoolcraft, 
through its early attempts at literary prose so often imitative 
of the style of Eastern writers, to a distinctively regional 
approach and then full participation in American literature. 
Where else but in the development of an individual state can one 
observe the entire development of a written literature? 

We recognize, of course, that an oral literature which 
included tales, oratory, legends, and poetry had bee_1 present 
in this area for a much longer period of time than any written 
literature. I am not attempting in this article to deal with 
that as it existed in the Indian culture. That is a large subject 
by itself which most of us as teachers need to know more about 
than we do. 

The more fully one looks at the idea of a state literature, 
the more one realizes that the term needs definition. What 
wri-ters are we to include under such a term? Are Minnesota 
writers those whose subject matter deals with the state? Those 
who themselves live in the state, no matter what their subject 
matter7 What kind of limitations can we accept? Is Justice 
William o. Douglas a Minnesota writer because he lived here 
from birth till he was four or five years old and because one 
chapter in his My Wilderness--East of Katadin is devoted to 
the Quetico-Superior through which he traveled as an adult? Or 
are we speaking of a writer like o. E. Rolvaag whose whole adult 

' caree r was lived out in Minnesota but whose trilogy was set in 
South Dakota? How about Robert Penn Warren who taught at the 
University for some years but whose writing make little use of 
the Minnesota scene? The Centennial Literature Group included 
all writers born in Minnesota who lived here at least six years 
or had present residence in the state. They listed about seven 
hundred writers active from 1830 to 1958. 

For the purpose of this article on the pros~ literature 
of the state, the term Minnesota writer will be considered to 
refer to someone who has spent a significant par.t of his life 
in the state or who has used the Minnesota scene as a basis for 
his writings. An obvious limitation on what is included is the 
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knowledge of the Th author of the art. 1 e three source books ref ice about Minnesota writ 
old. Even alert sleuth erre? to earlier are now fifte ers, 
when th s can miss new en yea ey must present th . . names and titles rs 
no single text givi eir evidence infrequently Th,ereesp~cia11y 

f M · ng a comprehen · • i o innesota literat sive account and e 1 . s 
as I have said, mustu~:• Current knowledge of the t:~auation 
on one's possession of ag~rn~red here and there and is! subject, 
the new. There is a _rame of reference into which tependent 
been aroused inf' d~pecial satisfaction, once th . o place 
like Robert~ p· i~ ;ng in the stores and the r ~ interest has 
or Sigurd Ols~n•~r~ig s Ze~ and the Art of Motor~~~ews b~oks 
already on our ment~~ns~~~izons and adding them t~ ~~eM~~~~enance 
to glaring omi~sions ves. But that method may 1 d. ectI;i 
collection --or to completely missing en itself • . a gem from the 

In any literature there i . 
and that which is universal s that which is local (re io 
a lesser variety; others fi~d Some lock upon the regi=;l ;al) 
of.its physical nearness to thit especially interesting bees 
~n,vers~l are present in Minne:;,,Both the regional and th:use 
an satisfy his s prose writi · 

subject matter a~W: i~eferences. He can find mu~~s: ~he reader 
when one looks at t~e • Much of the best of what i:a:ie~i in 
physical setting Minnepa~t ce~tury, grows out of the k~a~ able, 
and out of the ethnic so~ enJoys--the lakes and wood in of 
possess variety and herita . s country, 
h ·t • One hopes there will be ge Minnesotans so richl 

t~:•s:!::,b•:~~e those who rem=be:
0

;~e~•~1~;~~~ 
0! the ethnic y 

the Scandinavia~a1g, _Martha Ostenso, and others~: have left 
are the equivalentnn;~~;1nt experience in their fic~~o:aught 
Italian, Slovanian Irishes of the Minnesotans of Finni;h Where 
on ou h' ' extraction? Th . , r istory would be . · e bicentennial 
keeping alive. profitable indeed if ·t 1 d stress 

f in memorable for f i e to the 
o the many ethnic groups here: or tomorrow the seminal cultures 

A teacher wishin . well ask "Wh g to include Minnesota' . , ere do I find s prose writin 
maJor state authors oth out what is available?" " gs may 

0ne of the problems in ~sing Minnesota authors in the class
om is that many books are out of print or available only in 

-~rdback or with difficulty. I have enjoyed using Martha 
'.,

5

tonso' s Wild Geese, for example, but now it can no longer 1:-e 
·.ecured in paperback. There is no difficulty in securing 
'.iants in the Earth and Peder Victorious from Rolvaag's trilogy, 
~e third book, Their Father's God, was hard to find even in 
~ardback until a recent reprinting. No doubt many books by 
,iinnesota authors are tucked away in boxes in attics or dusted 
JccasionllllY on the shelves of school and public libraries. 
students may be interested in helping to locate some of the 
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w-rare books. Once in a while our city library has sidewalk 
sales of books that are being removed from its shelves. I have 
found at them several otherwise unavailable books by Minnesota 
~riters--for no more than ten cents each. Perhaps if we directed 
~re requests for unavailable works to their publishers, some 

ITTight be reprinted for us. 

Adult 
1. 

Minnesota Fiction: 

Those who like generalizations point to Sinclair Lewis, F. 
scott Fitzgerald and O. E. Rolvaag as the state's most important 
fiction writers. Most, though not all, of their works are 
available in paperback or inexpensive editions. The writings 
of all .of them escape from the regional into the universal: 
»ain Street and Zenith are not to be found only in Minnesota; 
the jazz age as Fitzgerald portrayed it was likely less in 
evidence in Minnesota than in more urbanized parts of the country; 
Rolvaag's pioneer immigrants existed wherever non-English 
speaking immigrants and their children knew the loneliness and 
culture shock of a . new larid. In years of using Giants in the 
~rth, . I have found it a book st1,1dents respond to as compelling 
and authentic. One Sauk Center resident contemporary with Lewis 
who later taught at Teachers' College, Columbia--Henry Johnson-
did not find Main Street authentic, and wrote a book called 
The Other Side of Main Street to present an alternate view. 

available for th l er than the big three?" "Wh Who are the 
incom 1 e evel at which I tea h?" . at books are 
of th~ ,:~;i so~~~e is.the literary mapcp~bli~edvaluable, though 
map is an i~vit' rac~ively designed on durable eh under the auspices 
nominal cost 1ng vdisual aid for any ·school ro eavydpaper, the 
b c ., goo addition to om an comes at a 
D:niarmen Nelson Richards entitledaM~chool library is the book 

These three novelists stand out, but they are far from the 
only ones. As Rolvaag presented the immigrants who homesteaded 
the South Dakota prairies, so Herbert Krause depicted the 
fronti'er farmer in western Minnesota. Grimly realistic in their 
handling of the frontier experience, Wind without Rain, ~ 
Thresher, and The Oxcart Trail give a vivid picture of the 
human cost his characters paid for their land. Martha Ostenso 
in Wild Geese drew from the lives of the Icelandic immigrants 
who farmed in the northern Red River Valley, their settlements 
reaching north to Winnipeg. Like Rolvaag's Per Hansa, Ostenso's 
Caleb Gare is the land-starved farmer from nort:.,ern Europe 
intoxicated with the abundant acres of the new country. Ostenso 

son and Company I innesota Writer (T 
includes h , nc. of Minneapoli ) s • S. . er own brief in trod . s • Mrs• Richards 
biographical sketch b uction t0 each author publi t· • Y each author d , an auto-
valua~~ei~::~en~he Mbook n:eds up-d;t1:g,ab~~s~~:;eo; the author' ~ 

P 

t h' • rs. Richard h d 1.s much 
u tis book togeth s as one patient er. research to 
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' wrote other novels about the Red River Valley--for example, 
0 River , Remember! (Her husband, Douglas Dirkin, was also a 
writer.) Cornelia Cannon in Red Rust drew from the Swedish 
experience in central Minnesota. Her central character, Matts 
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Swenson, works to produce a rust-f . 
N:w ~orld. Is it straining too free s~rain of wheat in the 
fiction the novels by W"lh 1 ar to include as Minnesota 
Unto a Good Land and Thi Lem Moberg, the Swedish writer: 
set in the St. Croix Va~l ast Letter Home? These novels are 

ey near Taylor's Falls. 

Walter O'Meara depicted anoth F 
~ays--the fur trade and the 1 . er. __ acet of Minnesota, s ea 
is probably his best-known ogring industry. The Grand Po rly 
Gothic and Trees Went Forthno~~th Oth:rs include Minnesota rt~ 
of the state. Margaret Culkin B s:t i~ the northeastern part 
for her editorial work and f~nn~ng is probably better kn 
has novels of the Duluth an~o~- ic!ion writings, but she too own 
~esabi. G. R. Bailey's The Re~o~ a~~e ~reas, especially the 
in the iron-mining communit" esa i gives a picture of lif 
Mountain. (Stong is an I ies,_as does Phil Stong's Iron e 

ople who left home because their leaving would mean one less 
"uth to feed in impoverished families, and who rode the boxcars 
: a half-starved search for survival. These youth were a 
-ealitY of their times, but few writers have used their story. 

A contemporary fiction writer well known beyond Minnesota 
undaries is J. F. Powers, who has moved to Ireland. Mostly 

'

0

ncerned with portrayal of the Catholic church and clergy, 
is short stories are usually set in central Minnesota. Stories 
uch as "The Forks" and "The Valian Woman" are often anthologized, 
od the novel Morte D'Urban is easily findable. 

F owa writer ) K h . --
crests of the Night is se . • ennet Davis's In the 

of the Woods, tin the bog country south of~ 

Classification of Pirsig's Zen and the Art of Motorcycle 
•iaintenance as fiction may be open to challenge, but certainly 
;-has used fictional devices and narrative as a vehicle for his 
~ilosophical ponderings of such issues as the nature of reality, 
romanticism and realism, The title is well chosen, but readers 
~o are interested in neither zen nor motorcycles may find this 

One of the first fiction . ~ok r=arding. Advanced high school and college level readers 

realistically was Joseph Snell7~it~rs to portray the Indian Qould be <its most likely audience. 

or ne ling was -ed h 
1

. d 0-n er after whom The mention of these authors does not exhaust the list of recently reprinted Th f g n Tales of the Northwest 
F t S 1 • e son o the army c d , " 
them as they were, reje~ti: ~veh amon~ the Indians and knew fiction writers from Minnesota. Many would want to include 
savage" stereo types More g O t the ,avage" and the "noble .,, Shulman• s ,a tire and comedy, Clifford S imak' s science fie tion 
s;:me of the Indian'; own ta~::e~!'~isGe,;:~1:.vizenor has edited ~in& around the Sun, for example), Mabel Seeley's mystery novels, 

0 

the Peoe le. He has al . ,s ,nabe Adisokan, Tale the short stories of Meridel Lesueur (and North Star country ), 
lasting Sky . Another =i~:;';'~t!::, th~ non-fiction The Ever- s md the short stories and novels of Frances and Dorothea Malm. 
Bernard Ederer, whose Birch C 

1 
wi th the Indian was Ignatius Donnelly's polemical and futurist novels, such as 

e ra ,t,onal view of th s· c ,ve corrective <tlantis, set up utopian or anti-utopian societies which bring 
of th t d" . ou ee was an obJ"e t· 
at!ack on white settlers. tt.'po~~~:y~as~aC~~ as an unprovoked o,t perceptive co,mentary on our own times. Those who include 
an desperation felt by the 

1 
d. v,v, Y the frnstration saul Bellow as a Minnesota writer because of the time he lived 

of their food supply and the ;r~:~~ in the face of the withholding in the state bring in a major writer who ranks high among 
1Fc~ntemporary writer to portray ,~:•,•~th t~eaty agreements. wntemporary American novelists. 

eike Feikema) in Conguerin H n ian is Frederick Manfred 
The Golden Bowl, The Chokechg orse. Other novels by him include 
Gordon Parks is a contem ora;rry Tre~, and Lord Grizzly , 
experience effectively i~ h ~ov~list who writes of the black 
and The Learning Tree. Li~~cM ~o s as A_Choice of Weapons an red, he is also a poet, 

Fort Snelling is the sett· novels of Maud Hart L 1 ing for one of the best-known 
the story of the earlyov~ ace.f In Early Candlelight, she tells 

t Th ays o the fort a • 1 -pos • e Mankato area is the . · s a mi itary and trading 
her husband, Delos Lovelac f~t~ing for a novel by her and 
which the cha~acters are e, ca e Gentlemen from England in 
c younger sons of En 1 · h ' 

ome to support their urba f . g is gentry who 
bea . ne, ox-hunting wa f l"f ns--with no market fo b . Y

O 
i e by growing 

and th . . r eans available Th . e immigrants about th f . • e·rustic Yankees em are considerably better. 

Darragh Aldrich's Girl G. it gives a fict· 1 oing Nowhere is a slight novel but 
iona portrayal from depression d ays of the young 
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No account of the fiction of the state would be complete 
without mention of the tall tales of Paul Bunyan. These tales 
are shared with other states of the forested border country, 
so they are hardly more part of our literature than of that of 
Michigan, Maine, or Washington. But some of tales no doubt 
grew tall J in the crisp air of Minnesota logging camps. 

II. Minnesota Writing: Juvenile and Adolescent 

I am hesitant to begin a list of authors in this category 
since there are many, and these levels of fiction are not my 
familiar preserve. There are, I am afraid, nev, writers of whom 
I am quite unaware. One writer already mentioneJ will be easily 
recognized in this field--Maud Hart Lovelace, with her Betsy
Tacy stories. Be t:;y grows from childhood to yfJung womanhood 
in those stories, which have delighted thousands of readers for 
decades now. Even more popular, if we consider their contemporary 
renaissance, are the stories of Laura Ingalls Wilder. The 
Wilders lived in Minnesota long enough for the state to be the 
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setting for On the Banks of Plum Creek, but several states would 
hav~ an equal claim to Mrs. Wilder, since other books of her 
series were set in Wisconsin and the Dakotas. 

. Caddie ~oodlawn, a Newberry Award winner, comes from a 
writer who lived for some years in Minnesota Carol Ryrie Bri k 
Thou~an~s of children-grown-adult can still ;isualize the pag:s• 
of M:llions of Cats and other books by Wanda Gag, whose sister 
Flavia was also a ·writer and illustrator of juvenile fiction 
Wanda G~g also translated and illustrated new editions of Taies 
from Grimm, More Tales from Grimm, and Snow White and the~ 
Dwarfs. Annette Turngren, Ethel Brill, and Emma Lillian Brock 
are also authors of books for juvenile readers. 

Among the books by state authors written for adolescents 
are Swiftwater and The Runner by Paul and Jane Annixter (hi 
real name i~ Howard Allison Sturzel). Each new copy of Fid~le
foot Jones in the North Woods by Philip Jordan kept disappeari 
from our children's library at Bemidji State with such dispat ~g 
~hat I gave up hope of finding it, but this story of city boy~ 
introduced to the forest and wildlife by a wise old woodsman 
would naturally attract youngsters. Other books which suggest 
their at-homeness in Minnesota by their titles include Winte 
Co~tage by Carol Brink, Honk,. the. Moose (set on the Range) b; 
Phil Stong, and Winter on the Johnny Smoker by Mildred Houghton 
Comfort: The Johnny_Smoker, a houseboat on the Mississippi 
River, is also used in Comfort's Treasure on the Johnny Smoker 
Edythe Records Warner's The Little Dark House is a delightful• 
portrayal of ice-fishing, and her The Tiger ls at Como Zoo 
obviously has a Minnesota setting. 

While Adrienne Stoutenberg and Laura Nelson Baker each 
wrote books individually, they collaborated on biographies 
such ~s Dear , Dear Livy (about Mrs. Samuel Clemens), and Beloved 
Botanist (about Carl Linnaeus). Stoutenberg has also written 
books about animals, as has Helen Hoover in her Animals at 
My Doorstep . 

and Mary are the others), has written fine biographies of such 
literary giants as Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, and Chaucer. Oscar 
Firkins wrote studies of Jane Austen and Ralph Waldo Emerson. 
~rthur Mizener lived in Minnesota at the time of his writing of 
his famous biography of F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Far Side of 

paradise, 

Pa.ul de Kruif, while not a Minnesota writer, wrote an 
interesting biography of the Merritt brothers, so important to 
the discovery and development of iron mining in Minnesota, in 
his Seven Iron Men, Steward Holbrook's James J, Hill , a Great 
Life in Brief is one of several biographies written of the rail
road magnate who made his home in Minnesota. I have already 
written of Helen Clapesattle's The Doctors Mayo as an illumination 
of the Minnesota scene. (Most readers would probably prefer the 

abridged edition.) 

Much of the biographical writing is tied to the immigrant 
background of the state and to its early settlement--for example, 
Once upon a Lake by Thelma Jones, I Wanted to See by Borghild 
Dahl, Letters of Longing by Frida Nilsen, and The_Third ~ife 
of Per Smevik by Rolvaag (supposedly a novel but in reality 
very close to his own experiences). No doubt many such writings 
exist still in handwriting or privately published, unknown 
outside of the families whose stories are told, preserving the 
letters and accounts of those who came from many lands to Minn
esota. For many years at Bemidji State College it was a 
traditional Freshman English assignment to write a paper research
ing the story of an older member of one's family, most often a 
grandparent. Thinking back now on many of the interesting 
stories unearthed, I hope some of those papers were sa,•ed as 
part of family history. 

Also bringing out a part of early Minnesota life is the 
writing of Dr. Charles Eastman, a Sioux medical doctor, author 
of such books as The Soul of the Indian and Indian Boyhood. 
There are so many writings to tell us how the white man felt 

These are certainly not all of Minnesota's writers of 
and adolescent books. Your students may be able to search 
others and add them to your list or map. 

juvenil• 
out 

and thought as he came to this area, but far fewer to make us 
feel the bewilderment and frustration of the Indian whose way 
of iife and culture were attacked or disregarded. 

III, Non-Fiction: Personal Experience Writing 

. Some o: the writing most rich in human interest in Minnesota 
l:terature is to be f~und in the genres of biography, auto
biography, and that kind of personal experience narrative that 
rela~es so closely to them. This is especially true where the 
stories told deal with the Minnesota scene though we should 
surely recognize ~hat M~nneso~a has had it; share of biographers 
who have ranged widely in their choice of famous subjects. 
Marchette Chute, one of three sisters who are all writers (Joy 
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The adventures described in many of the personal experience 
writings could make interesting reading for today's students. 
Decades have passed since Charles Lindbergh told the story of 
his transatlantic flight in The Spirit of St, Louis (other books 

, include We and Of Flight and Life), but the story still has its 
thrills.-Eric Sevareid 9 s Canoeing with the Cree, a youthful 
account of his canoe trip from the source of the Red River to 
York Factory on Hudson Bay, was recently reprinted by the 
Minnesota Historica l Society. He and his companion, Walter Port 
of Bemidji, were seventeen and nineteen at the time of their 
trip. Readers who like outdoor adventure can go on to more of 
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it ins· igurd Olson's The Lonely Land, 1 - a so set in Canada. 

fit Sigurd Olson and Eric Sevareid h .. the genre of autobiograph S av~ other writings that 
his youth and early years . ~- evl~reid tells the story of 
newspapers in Not So Wild inDJourna ism working for Minneapol1· s • a ream And in o H . s 

igurd Olson gives us the t f pen orizons 
to the Quetico-Superior ares ohry ol his youth and his coming a e oves. 

The connection between nature .. is often a close one It . th writing and autobiography 
student of nature th~t kis h.e p~rsonal experience of the 
Sigurd Olson's The Sing~:ge~il~=~~nd ~f writ~ng alive for us. 
excellence of that As . h' ss .. s the illustration par 
North, individual ~hapte~~ a~! ~!!t~ning _Point and Runes of the 
together by the book titl th p ete in themselves, bound 
concern for the country h:, -~ sea;ons, and Olson's love and 
they read his works the . wries o • Students can observe as 

th 
importance of ca f 1 b . 

e success of writing. re u o servation to 

Three of Olson's b k . wildlife artist FrancisooL s Jare illustrated by the noted 
, ee aques whose .f Fl 

several enjoyable natur b k ' wi e orence wrote 
Country, both set in th: Goof~~-Canoe Country and Snowshoe 
Superior. Her last work ~n i~t Trail area of the Quetico
Wilderness World h d, rancis Lee Jaques: Artist of the 

, as ozens of his p · t· · 
well as excerpts from the b t f h ain ings and etchings as es O er own books. 

Many readers of books narratin ' 
urbanized society to the 1· d g peoples retreat from 

• h . so itu e of the wo dl d 
wit Louise Dickinson Rich' W T o ans are familiar 
has her counterpart in H 1 s He ook to the Woods. Minnesota 
Woods, The Gift of the De en o~ver, with her A Place in the 
her best work The eerf, an The Long-Shadowed Forest 
f • escape rom the city h b , 
or many recent Canadian and Al k b as een the basis 

writer to deal with nature is R1~han ook: as well. Another 
talk with the Birds H . 1 ard Davids, author of How to 
The Man Who Moved a•Mou:t~:n: so the author of a fine biography , 

IV. Other Non-Fiction 

History is often not included a . 
written history may have ma f h s literature, but some well-

~ ature. The diaries and . ny ~ t e characteristics of liter
explorers, for instance Jmoaukrneafs o: so~e of Minnesota's early 

Wh
. 

1 
, ascinating read· . . 

ipp e Warren himself o··b ing. William 
N~tion, recentiy reprinte~~ w~he:~ote The Hi;tory of the Oj ibway 

State newspapers, especially those in the Twin Cities, 
lt8ve brought to Minnesotans the essays of such writers as 
James Gray; whose Pine, Stream, and Prairie is a delightful 
and perceptive interpretation of the state and its people; 
earl Towan, with books such as The Pitiful and the Proud and 
south of Freedom (his autobiography), and John Sherman, whose 
siwday Best compiles many of the best of his short columns, 
bQth serious and entertaining, models of lively writing. 
contemporary columnists whose offerings attract many readers 
includ~ Dr. James Shannon and Robert T. Smith. Harrison 
Salisbury began his career with the Twin City press, as did 
Eric Sevareid. Dated by their political nature but evidence 
of other Minnesotans turning to the essay for expression are 
Hubert Humphrey's The Cause is Mankind and Eugene McCarthy's 
h Liberal Answer to the Conservative Challen e and Frontiers 

J;p. American Democracy . 

Literary criticism is not always listed as literature 
itself, but English teachers are perhaps not all aware how 
much Minnesota has added in that field with the writings of 
scholars such as Oscar Firkins, Joseph Warren Beach, Alan Tate, 
William Van O'Connor, Leonard Unger, Marchette Chute, and many 
others, most often associated with the University of Minnesota. 

Where does one begin and end in one article with a subject 
so full of details? Inevitably there are authors and works 
that should have been included which are not mentioned here; 
there are readers who will consider that some of what has been 
mentioned is insignificant in terms of "real" literature. 
Whole areas of writing which take fully as much creativity and 
ability as those included have not been dealt with at all. 
For example, books published by church publishing houses in the 
state have given to the readers of the state books which include 
all genres of literature and which have had circulations as 
wide as many of those included in the article. The name 
Youngdahl is as well known in the publications world of the 
state as those of many professional full-time writers. 

There have been and are many serious authors who have by 
their writings helped to define the identity, setting and way 

M~nnesota is ponderously thorou h ~::Blegen: history of 
his essays about the M. g the ordinary reader but 

innesota scene ' 
Grace Lee Nute preserves the t fanyone would find worthwhile. 
our early history with books :uo~y o the colorful voyage~rs in 

of life of Minnesotans. Many of them have in the process dealt 
with what is significant not only in Minnesot.a but also in the 
Upper Midwest as a whole. Many have raised issues and created 
images that are truly universal in interest and scope. Surely 
there is something for everyone available from Minnesota authors, 
something that teachers may find relevant and helpful in bringing 
their students to see that literature is not only that which 
depicts the long ago and far away, but that which offers a 
constant interpretation and imaging of the life and world about 

Vo yageur's Highway . c as The Vo yageur and The 
us. 
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